1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

The glossopharyngeal nerve (N.IX) is one of the multi-functional cranial nerves. The N.IX contains special and general visceral efferent fibers, special and general visceral afferent fibers, and general somatic afferent fibers ([@bib0040]; [@bib0105]; [@bib0225]). The N.IX is related to many essential functions, such as salivary secretion, gustation and the control of blood pressure. In vertebrates, morphological and genetic investigations have disclosed the structures of motor and sensory nuclei in the brainstem and the neural circuits from/to the higher brain ([@bib0200]; [@bib0195]; [@bib0295]; [@bib0315], [@bib0320]; [@bib0025]; [@bib0325]). Ontogenetically, it is demonstrated that branchiomotor and visceromotor neurons of the N.IX originate within rhombomere 6 ([@bib0285]; [@bib0305]), and that combinations of transcription factors regulate the development of neural circuits in the brainstem ([@bib0045]; [@bib0050]; [@bib0225]). However, the functional development of N.IX-related pathways is still not fully understood, because of technical limitations in monitoring electrical activity from small and fragile neurons in the developing central nervous system (CNS).

In order to surmount these obstacles, we have applied voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) recording with a multi-element photodiode array to the embryonic CNS, especially the brainstem (for reviews see [@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0185]; [@bib0130], [@bib0135]). This technique has been developed and used to investigate the spatiotemporal dynamics of neural activity in a variety of invertebrate and vertebrate CNSs (for reviews see [@bib0055]; [@bib0230]; [@bib0075]; [@bib0065]; [@bib0020]; [@bib0035]). In our previous studies, we proved its usefulness in the field of developmental neuroscience (for reviews see [@bib0160], [@bib0185]; [@bib0070]; [@bib0250]).

Concerning the N.IX-related nuclei and neural circuits in the brainstem, we have examined spatiotemporal patterns and the developmental dynamics of neural activity in the embryonic chick and rat brainstems ([@bib0255], [@bib0265],[@bib0270]; [@bib0240], [@bib0245]; [@bib0170], [@bib0175]). In chick embryos, we succeeded in detecting neural activity in the N.IX-related motor nucleus and the first-order sensory nucleus, the nucleus of the tractus solitarius (NTS), and identified the developmental origins of neural excitability and synaptic function. We also examined the similarities and differences in optical responses between the N.IX and the vagus nerve (N.X) in chick and rat embryos ([@bib0255], [@bib0270]; [@bib0175]).

In the present study, we extended the subject of study to the mouse embryo. The first goal of the present study was to optically identify the N.IX-related motor and sensory nuclei in the mouse brainstem. The second aim was to survey the second/higher-order sensory nuclei, and examine functional development of neural circuits associated with these nuclei. The third purpose was to compare the optical response patterns of N.IX-related neural circuits with those of the N.X reported previously ([@bib0140]).

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

2.1. Preparations {#sec0015}
-----------------

Experiments were carried out in accordance with the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science guidelines and the National Institutes of Health guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals, with the approval of the Ethics Committee of Kanto Gakuin University and Komazawa Women's University. All efforts were made to minimize the number of animals used and their suffering. ICR mice at 11--14 days gestation (E11-E14) (Nippon Bio-Supp. Center, Tokyo, Japan) were used. Females were caged with males in the evening and checked for sperm the next morning: this day was termed E0. Pregnant mice were anesthetized with ether, and the spinal cord was dislocated at the cervical level. Their fetuses were then surgically removed and decapitated in an ice-cold solution. The brainstem preparation with the N.IX (and the N.X in some cases) attached (n = 3 at E11, n = 4 at E12, n = 6 at E13, n = 14 at E14) was dissected under a dissecting microscope. For *en bloc* preparations, the dorsal midline of the cerebellum and midbrain was cut, and the preparation was flattened by bilaterally reflecting the cerebellum. Slice preparations of about 900−1400 μm were made from the isolated brainstem at the level of the N.IX/N.X root. Transection was performed using a hand-held blade. The early embryonic brain had a histologically loose structure with immature neurons and undifferentiated connective tissue, and was relatively resistant to anoxia. Therefore, a whole brainstem preparation was available *in vitro*, which made it possible to investigate the functional organization of neural networks in the brainstem. The preparations were kept in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) that contained (in mM) NaCl, 124; KCl, 5; CaCl~2~, 2.5; MgSO~4~, 1; NaH~2~PO~4~, 1.25; NaHCO~3~, 22; and glucose, 10, equilibrated with a mixture of 95% O~2~ and 5% CO~2~ (pH 7.4), or in Ringer's solution that contained (in mM) NaCl, 149; KCl, 5.4; CaCl~2~, 1.8; MgCl~2~, 0.5; glucose, 10; and Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4), 10 equilibrated with oxygen.

2.2. Staining with a voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) {#sec0020}
------------------------------------------------

There has been great progress in the development of VSDs for the measurement of rapid changes in membrane potential (for reviews, see [@bib0060]; [@bib0115]; [@bib0065]; [@bib0300]; [@bib0125]). The high translucency of embryonic tissues causes large signal-to-noise ratios in absorption measurements. Therefore, absorption rather than fluorescent VSDs perform better in embryonic preparations ([@bib0160]; [@bib0190]). Of the VSDs tested thus far, a merocyanine-rhodanine absorption dye, NK2761 (Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories Inc./Kankoh-Shikiso Kenkyusho, Okayama, Japan: [@bib0100]; [@bib0235]), was demonstrated to be the best for embryonic nervous and cardiac tissues ([@bib0095]; [@bib0155]; [@bib0190]). Thus, we used this dye in the present experiment. The meningeal tissue surrounding the isolated brain was carefully removed in a bathing solution under a dissection microscope, and the preparation was stained by incubation for 10--15 min in a solution containing 0.2 mg/ml of NK2761. The immature cellular-interstitial structure of the embryonic tissue allowed the dye to diffuse well from the surface into deeper regions. After the staining, each preparation was attached to the silicone bottom of a recording chamber with the ventral side up for *en bloc* preparations, or with the caudal side up for slice preparations, by pinning with tungsten wires. The preparation was continuously superfused with the bathing solution at 2--3 ml/min at room temperature, 24--28 °C.

2.3. Electrical stimulation of the N.IX/N.X {#sec0025}
-------------------------------------------

To evoke neural responses in the glossopharyngeal and vagal nuclei, the N.IX or the N.X was stimulated with a glass microsuction electrode (about 50--100 μm internal diameter). Positive (depolarizing) square current pulses (20--40 μA/1 msec for E11 and 8 μA/5 msec for E12-14), which evoked the maximum response, were applied to the N.IX or the N.X with a single shot or with two shots at an interval of 30 s.

2.4. Blocker experiments {#sec0030}
------------------------

To examine the pharmacological nature of the postsynaptic response, the following drugs were used: [dl]{.smallcaps}-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (APV) was acquired from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA), and 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX) was acquired from Research Biochemicals International (Natic, MA, USA). The effects of the blocker were evaluated 10--15 min after application of the drug.

2.5. Optical recording with a voltage-sensitive dye {#sec0035}
---------------------------------------------------

Bright-field illumination was provided by a 300 W tungsten-halogen lamp (Type JC-24 V/300 W, Kondo Philips Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) driven by a stable DC-power supply, and incident light was collimated and rendered quasi-monochromatic using an interference filter with a transmission maximum at 699 ± 13 nm (half-width) (Asahi Spectra Co., Tokyo, Japan). The objective (Plan Apo, ×4: 0.2 NA and x10: 0.4 NA) and photographic eyepiece (×2.5) lenses projected a real image of the preparation onto a 34 × 34-element silicon photodiode matrix array mounted on a microscope. The focus was set to the surface of the preparation, but the optical signals seemed to include activity from every depth, since it was previously shown that the loose cellular-interstitial structure of the embryonic tissue allows the dye to diffuse readily from the surface to deeper regions and consequently stain neurons relatively well ([@bib0255]), and that neural responses in the dorsally-located cranial nerve nucleus could be detected from the ventral surface ([@bib0145]). Changes in the transmitted light intensity through the preparation were detected with the photodiode array and recorded with a 1020-site optical recording system constructed in our laboratory. This system is based on one described previously ([@bib0085]; [@bib0160], [@bib0185]) with modifications to its analog-to-digital converter unit. Each pixel (element) of the photodiode array detected light transmitted by a square region (116 × 116 μm^2^ using ×10 magnification and 46 × 46 μm^2^ using ×25 magnification) of the preparation. The outputs from the 1020 elements of the photodiode array were fed into individual current-to-voltage converters followed by individual pre-amplifiers. The AC component of each signal was further amplified (time constant of AC coupling = 3 s), passed through an RC low-pass filter (time constant = 470 μsec), digitized with a 16-bit dynamic range, and sampled at 1024 Hz. This system makes it possible to detect optical signals without the drift in the DC baseline that is associated with dye bleaching.

2.6. Data analysis {#sec0040}
------------------

The fractional change in dye absorption ΔA/A~r~ is equal to -ΔI/(I~before\ staining~-I~after\ staining~), where I is the light intensity transmitted through the preparation ([@bib0220]). In most of our experiments, we had already stained the preparation before placing it in the recording chamber. This was done to maximize the diffusion of the dye into the tissue, but it prevented us from measuring I~before\ staining~ and I~after\ staining~ in the same preparation. When we compared I~before\ staining~ and I~after\ staining~ in chick brainstems stained on the microscope's stage, the regional variation in I~after\ staining~/I~before\ staining~ was small ([@bib0130]). Assuming that the conditions were similar between the chick and mouse embryos, we measured I~after\ staining~ and ΔI, and expressed the optical signal as ΔI/I~after\ staining~ in the present study. Color-coded representations of the optical signals to be used in the spatio-temporal activity map were constructed using the "NeuroPlex" program (RedShirtImaging LLC, Fairfield, CT, USA). The color coding in the figures is linearly distributed between the minimum and maximum values of ΔI/I.

3. Results {#sec0045}
==========

3.1. Optical identification of N.IX-related nuclei in the E12 mouse brainstem {#sec0050}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A illustrates multiple-site optical responses induced by N.IX stimulation in an E12 mouse brainstem *en bloc* preparation. The signals were detected using a 34 × 34-element photodiode array, and those on the stimulated side are shown. N.IX stimulation elicited optical responses in two regions, i.e., a rostro-medial region (indicated by gray shadow) and a lateral region located longitudinally in the rostro-caudal direction.Fig. 1(A) Optical recording of neural responses to N.IX stimulation in an E12 mouse *en bloc* preparation. The recording was made with the ventral side up and with a magnification of x25. The cut end of the N.IX was electrically stimulated with a depolarizing pulse (8 μA/5 msec) using a suction electrode. The relative position of the image of the preparation is drawn on the recording, and signals detected on the stimulated side are shown. The direction of the arrow in the lower right of the figure indicates an increase in transmitted light intensity (a decrease in dye absorption), and the length of the arrow represents the stated value of the fractional change. (B) Enlarged traces of optical signals detected in positions 1--4 in A. The signals detected in the rostro-medial region (gray shadow: positions 1 and 2) consisted of a fast spike-like signal (indicated by arrowheads), whereas those detected in the lateral region (positions 3 and 4) exhibited two components: a fast spike-like signal (indicated by arrowheads) and a long-lasting slow signal (indicated by asterisks). In this and other recordings, signal averaging of two trials was performed offline. N.IX, glossopharyngeal nerve; N.X, vagus nerve.Fig. 1

[Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}B shows enlarged optical signals detected in these two regions. The signals detected in the rostro-medial region (positions 1 and 2) consisted of a fast spike-like signal (indicated by arrowheads), whereas those in the lateral region (positions 3 and 4) exhibited two components: a fast spike-like signal (indicated by arrowheads) and a long-lasting slow signal (indicated by asterisks). The direction and size of the fast and slow signals were dependent on the wavelength of the incident light (data not shown), which is consistent with the action spectrum of the merocyanine-rhodanine dye, NK2761 ([@bib0155]). The result confirmed that the fast and slow signals represented dye-absorption changes related to the membrane potential.

[Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A demonstrates the optical signals induced by N.IX stimulation in an E12 mouse brainstem slice preparation. Optical signals consisting of the fast and slow components were observed in the dorso-lateral region. The spike-like signals near the N.IX root were electrotonic responses because the direction of the signals was reversed with hyperpolarizing current pulse stimulation (data not shown). The fast signals identified in the shadowed region in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A were not detected in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A because the rostral medulla was cut and not included in this preparation.Fig. 2(A) Optical recording of neural responses to N.IX stimulation in an E12 mouse medulla slice preparation. The recording was made with the caudal side up. The fast signals observed near the root of the N.IX were reversed in polarity with hyperpolarizing stimulation (data not shown), suggesting that they were not active responses but electrotonic potentials. (B) Enlarged traces of optical signals detected in the dorso-lateral region (a position indicated by an asterisk in A). The upper trace is a signal detected in a physiological solution, and the lower trace is a signal in a solution containing both APV (200 μM) and CNQX (5 μM). The slow signal was eliminated in the presence of these glutamate receptor antagonists.Fig. 2

Enlarged optical signals detected in the dorso-lateral region (indicated by an asterisk in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A) are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B. The slow signal was completely eliminated in the Ca^2+^-free or Cd^2+^ (100 μM)-containing solution (data not shown) and with application of glutamate receptor antagonists, APV (200 μM) and CNQX (5 μM) ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B). These results suggest that the slow signal corresponds to the glutamatergic excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP), while the fast signal is associated with the action potential, as has been demonstrated for other cranial nerve nuclei ([@bib0160], [@bib0185]).

The mouse N.IX bundle contains motor and sensory fibers, so that electrical stimulation to the N.IX bundle elicits neural responses in both the motor and sensory nuclei. Compared with anatomical data ([@bib0090]; [@bib0280]; [@bib0310]), it is reasonable to consider that (1) the gray-shadowed region ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A) with the fast signal alone corresponds to the motor nucleus of the N.IX, possibly the inferior salivatory nucleus (ISN), and that (2) the dorso-lateral region ([Figs. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A and [2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} A), in which both the fast and slow signals were detected, corresponds to the sensory nucleus, the nucleus of the tractus solitarius (NTS). The action potential in the motor nucleus was also detected from E11 preparations (data not shown), suggesting that motoneuronal excitability was generated at least at E11.

3.2. Optical detection of N.IX-related synaptic networks in the brainstem {#sec0055}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we pursued N.IX-related synaptic networks in the embryonic mouse brainstem, and compared them with N.X-related synaptic networks. For this purpose, we detected optical responses from a wider region of the brainstem with a lower magnification (x10) of the microscope.

[Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A and B show examples of multiple-site optical recording of neural activity evoked by N.IX (A) and N.X (B) stimulation in an E14 *en bloc* brainstem preparation. When the N.IX was stimulated ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A), in addition to the responses in the caudal medulla (Area 1: pink shadow), other response areas were identified in the rostral medulla (Area 2: orange shadow) and pons (Area 3: green shadow) on the ipsilateral side. In these areas, the optical signals contained the slow component. The small slow signals were also observed in some positions on the contralateral side (as indicated by arrowheads). In [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A, the motor nucleus of the N.IX, in which only the fast signal should be detected, was not clearly identified. This was probably because the signal size and the area of the motor nucleus were so small that the nucleus could not be distinguished with the lower magnification.Fig. 31020-site optical recordings of neural responses to N.IX (A) and N.X (B) stimulation in an E14 mouse brainstem *en bloc* preparation. The recordings were made with a magnification of x10 to detect optical responses from a wide region of the brainstem. Either N.IX or N.X stimulation elicited neural responses in three areas (Areas 1--3) on the stimulated side. Area 1 (pink shadow) was located at the caudal level of the N.IX/N.X root, and corresponded to the NTS. Areas 2 and 3 (orange and green shadows, respectively) were discerned in the rostral medulla and pons, respectively. On the contralateral side, small slow signals were detected in several positions as typified by arrowheads. The colored-response areas were determined by eye, whereas the precise maps are shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}B. G.VIII, vestibulo-cochlear ganglion.Fig. 3

As shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B, N.X stimulation also produced the slow signals in Areas 1--3 on the ipsilateral side (pink, orange and green shadows) and in some positions on the contralateral side (as indicated by arrowheads). The response pattern was very similar to that with N.IX stimulation ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A), although there were some differences in the details (see a later section referring to [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}).

[Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} compares the onset timings of optical signals induced by N.IX stimulation in Areas 1--3 and on the contralateral side. The signals detected in Areas 2 and 3 and on the contralateral side showed significant delays compared with the signal detected in Area 1. Similar delays were also observed with N.X stimulation ([@bib0140]). These delays were considered to reflect signal propagation along the polysynaptic pathway. This result suggests that Area 1 corresponds to the first-order sensory nucleus, the NTS, and the other areas to the second- or higher-order nucleus of the N.IX/N.X pathway, which receives polysynaptic inputs via the NTS.Fig. 4Enlarged traces of the N.IX-related optical signals recorded from Areas 1--3 and the contralateral side of an E14 *en bloc* brainstem. The vertical line indicates the onset timing of the signal in Area 1. Significant delays of the onsets existed between the signal in Area 1 and the signals in other areas. This suggests that the latter signals correspond to polysynaptic responses in the second/higher-order nuclei.Fig. 4Fig. 5Contour line maps of the amplitude of the slow signal in response to N.IX (left panels) and N.X (right panels) stimulation in an E13 (A) and E14 (B) *en bloc* brainstem preparation. The numerals on the contour lines indicate the fractional change multiplied by 10^4^. Maps in B were obtained from the preparation shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5Fig. 6Typical examples of the slow signal area and the peak locations of the slow signal amplitude. Cases 1 and 2 were obtained from E13 preparations, and case 3 was obtained from an E14 preparation. The slow signal areas (ΔI/I ≥ 1.0 × 10^−4^) are illustrated with lines, and locations of the peak are shown with filled circles. Blue lines and circles correspond to N.IX responses, and red ones to N.X responses.Fig. 6

3.3. Contour line maps of the slow signal {#sec0060}
-----------------------------------------

To examine the spatial distribution patterns of the optical signal in more detail, we measured the slow signal amplitudes and constructed contour line maps. Typical examples are shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, which represents maps made from an E13 (A) and E14 (B) *en bloc* preparation for the N.IX (left) and the N.X (right). In these maps, the slow signals were distributed in a layered pattern surrounding some peaks. Peak locations and response areas (ΔI/I ≥ 1.0 × 10^−4^) were extracted from the contour line maps and are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}. In [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}, data of case 2 and case 3 were obtained from the preparations shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, and case 1 is another example at E13. Peak locations are shown with filled circles, and response areas are illustrated with lines (N.IX: blue, N.X: red).

From the maps shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}, the following characteristics were extracted: (1) As provisionally observed in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, the slow signal area on the ipsilateral side was divided into Areas 1--3 according to the distribution pattern. (2) On the contralateral side, small response areas of slow signals were identified, which seemed to be located symmetrically to Areas 2 and 3. (3) The contour line exhibited a single peak in each area except for Area 3, in which two peaks were usually observed. (4) The distribution patterns of the N.IX and the N.X were very similar, but a difference was observed in Area 1 (NTS): the area and peak location of the N.X were caudally deviated to those of the N.IX in many preparations (e.g., case 1 and case 3 in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}).

In optical recording with the VSD, it is assumed that the fractional change (ΔA/A) is proportional to the magnitude of the membrane potential changes in each cell and process, and to the number and membrane area of activated (excitable) neural elements within the field detected optically by one photodiode under conditions in which the amount of dye bound to the membrane is uniform ([@bib0205]; [@bib0210]). In the present study, it can be reasonably assumed that ΔI/I is linearly related to ΔA/A (see Materials and methods). Thus, the spatial distribution of the slow signal shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"} reflects spatial distributions of synaptic function, and the peak location of the EPSP amplitude represents the region with the highest activity and/or number of neurons that produced the EPSP. The functional organization of the N.IX- and N.X-related nuclei described above, especially that indicated in (3) and (4), will be addressed in the Discussion section.

3.4. Development of N.IX-related synaptic networks in the brainstem {#sec0065}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the development of N.IX-related synaptic pathways in the brainstem, we examined the appearance of the slow signals in Areas 1--3 and on the contralateral side at E11-E14 ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). The results showed that (1) functional synaptic transmission in the NTS (Area 1) was first expressed at E12, and that (2) polysynaptic responses were detected in Areas 2 and 3 from E12-E13, and in the contralateral region from E13-14. These findings suggest that polysynaptic responses appear within a day after the initial expression of EPSPs in the first relay nucleus, the NTS.Table 1Expression of EPSPs in the N.IX-related sensory pathway.Table 1Area 1\
(NTS)Area 2\
(rostral medulla)Area 3\
(pons)Contralateral regionE11J3269−−−−J3270−−−−E12J3282+−−−J3284±±±−E13J3288±−±−J3265+++−J3287+++±J3289+++±E14J3357+−+−J3510+++±J3345++++[^1]

4. Discussion {#sec0070}
=============

In the present study, we detected optical responses induced by N.IX stimulation in the embryonic mouse brainstem, and surveyed developmental changes in response patterns during ontogenesis. In our previous papers ([@bib0255], [@bib0265], [@bib0270]; [@bib0240], [@bib0245]; [@bib0170], [@bib0175]), we succeeded in monitoring N.IX- and N.X-related optical responses in chick and rat embryonic brainstems. In the following sections, we compare and discuss the developmental dynamics of N.IX-pathway formation between species.

4.1. Optical identification of the N.IX-related motor and first-order sensory nuclei {#sec0075}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the E12 preparation ([Figs. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A and [2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} A), only the fast spike-like signal (corresponding to the action potential) was observed in the rostro-medial region, whereas the slow signal (corresponding to the EPSP) following the fast signal was detected in the dorso-lateral region. By comparing with anatomical information ([@bib0090]; [@bib0280]; [@bib0310]), we concluded that these regions correspond to the motor and sensory nuclei of the N.IX, respectively. Similar response patterns were observed in the embryonic chick ([@bib0255], [@bib0265],[@bib0270]; [@bib0240], [@bib0245]; [@bib0170]) and rat ([@bib0175]) brainstems, suggesting that the essential nature of nuclear organization is conserved between species.

Concerning the motor nucleus of the N.IX, different nomenclatures have been used in different species. In the chick, [@bib0030] referred to the motor nucleus as \"the nucleus of the glossopharyngeal nerve\". [@bib0010], [@bib0015] used the term \"the retrofacial nucleus\". According to textbook descriptions ([@bib0040]; [@bib0310]; [@bib0105]), the motoneurons of the N.IX form a cluster called the inferior salivatory nucleus (ISN). Some motoneurons are also contained in the nucleus ambiguus ([@bib0040]; [@bib0105]), although the major contributor to this nucleus is considered to be the N.X ([@bib0010]). In our optical recording, neuronal responses in the nucleus ambiguus were not identified in the early embryos even with N.X stimulation ([@bib0260]; [@bib0140]). Based on these considerations, we refer to the motoneuronal area of the N.IX as the ISN in the present study.

The action potential in the ISN was detected from E11, the earliest stage examined in the present study. [@bib0005] reported spontaneous neuronal activity from the mouse N.IX bundle at 10.5 days post coitus, suggesting that motoneurons are already functional at this stage. Action potentials of the N.IX motoneuron have been detected as early as E3.5 in chick embryos ([@bib0170]) and at least at E13 in rat embryos ([@bib0175]). The gross morphology of E10.5 mice corresponds to that of E12.5 rats and stage 23 (E3.5-E4) chick embryos ([@bib0290]). Thus, excitability of motoneurons may be expressed at similar developmental stages in different species.

4.2. Development of synaptic transmission in the NTS {#sec0080}
----------------------------------------------------

In the sensory nucleus of the N.IX, the NTS, the EPSP was mediated by glutamate ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B), which was similar to the N.X ([@bib0140]), and to chick ([@bib0110]; [@bib0150]; [@bib0255]) and rat ([@bib0260]; [@bib0175]) embryos. N.IX stimulation induced the EPSP signal from E12 ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}), showing that synaptic transmission is functional at this stage. In our previous study ([@bib0140]), the EPSP was evoked with N.X stimulation from E11-E12. In the chick embryo, the EPSP was initially expressed at E6-E7 in the N.IX- and N.X-related NTS ([@bib0150]; [@bib0240]). In the case of rats, the EPSP initially emerged at E15 in the N.IX- and N.X-related NTS in normal physiological solution ([@bib0260]; [@bib0175]). Considering that the EPSP of the N.IX was smaller in amplitude than that of the N.X, and thus was less detectable using our criteria (significant when ΔI/I ≥ 1.0 × 10^−4^), it seems likely that functional synaptic transmissions of the N.IX and the N.X emerge almost at the same developmental stage.

4.3. Optical survey of N.IX-related polysynaptic pathways in the brainstem {#sec0085}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our optical survey with low magnification ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}) identified postsynaptic responses in several regions other than the NTS. The existence of delays in signal onsets ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}) suggested that the responses in Areas 2 and 3 and those on the contralateral side corresponded to the neural activity in second/higher-order nuclei of the N.IX pathway.

It is known that the major target for projections directly from the NTS (Area 1) is the parabrachial nucleus (PBN), which is located on the dorsolateral region of the pons ([@bib0195]; [@bib0080]; [@bib0310]). By comparing with anatomical information ([@bib0090]; [@bib0280]; [@bib0310]), it is most likely that Area 3 in the present study corresponds to the PBN. In the map shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}, multiple peaks were observed in Area 3, while other areas usually exhibited single peaks of signal amplitudes. From this result, we cannot exclude the possibility that Area 3 does not correspond to a single nucleus but is composed of two nuclei that overlap ventrodorsally. Another possibility is that the PBN is consisted of multiple cores/subnuclei at the early stage of development. Optical studies in chick and rat embryos demonstrated that the motor nucleus of the N.IX and the N.X exhibited multiple cores at the initial stage of functional organization, and that the cores fuse with each other to form a single peak as development proceeded ([@bib0270]; [@bib0175]). Similar changes in functional organization might be present in the PBN.

The structural basis of Area 2 is unclear at present. Possible candidates are the parvicellular reticular formation, the motor nucleus of the trigeminal, facial, vagal, and hypoglossal nerves, and the rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM) including the A1 noradrenergic cell group ([@bib0200]; [@bib0195]; [@bib0310]). It is possible that Area 2 is an integration of several of the regions listed above.

The contralateral response areas were symmetrically located to ipsilateral Areas 2 and 3, suggesting that they correspond to the contralateral versions of Areas 2 and 3. If this is the case, it seems likely that projection from the NTS to higher centers of the N.IX/N.X is bilateral even though the major pathway is ipsilateral. Similar projection patterns have also been observed in rat embryos ([@bib0180]), but not in chicks, in which the projection from the NTS to the PBN was only contralateral ([@bib0275]).

4.4. Development of N.IX-related polysynaptic pathways {#sec0090}
------------------------------------------------------

As shown in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, N.IX-related polysynaptic responses in Areas 2 and 3 were detected from E12-13. In the case of the N.X ([@bib0140]), initial appearances of polysynaptic EPSPs were at E12-13 in Area 2 and at E12 in Area 3. These results suggest that synaptic function in the higher-order nuclei, especially the PBN (Area 3), is already generated within one day after synaptic function in the first relay nucleus (the NTS: Area 1) is initially expressed (E12 with the N.IX and E11-12 with the N.X).

Polysynaptic responses on the contralateral side were not significant before E13, and expressed one day later than the emergence of polysynaptic responses on the ipsilateral side. One possible explanation is that ipsilateral ascending pathway develops earlier than the contralateral ascending pathway, although we cannot exclude the possibility that small, undetectable EPSPs were present on the contralateral side as early as E12.

In chick embryos, polysynaptic vagal responses in the PBN were first detected from E7 ([@bib0275]), while synaptic transmission in the NTS was initially expressed at E6-E7 ([@bib0150]). This result suggests that the chronological sequence of neural network formation is similar between species. A short time lag of synaptic expression between the NTS and higher centers suggests that neural networks do not sequentially develop from the periphery to higher centers, but are formed independently of presynaptic innervation.

4.5. Comparison of the nuclear organization of the N.IX and the N.X {#sec0095}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The spatial distributions of the slow signals shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"} reflect spatial distributions of synaptic function, and the peak locations of the EPSP amplitude represent the regions with the highest activity and/or number of neurons that produced the EPSP. As shown in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}, although the response areas of the N.IX and the N.X largely overlapped, the peak position and area of the N.X-related NTS (Area 1) were caudally deviated to those of the N.IX-related NTS. Similar results were also observed in the embryonic chick ([@bib0255]; [@bib0245]) and rat ([@bib0175]) NTS. These results suggest that there is a viscerotopic organization within the NTS from the early stage of ontogenesis.

Even in the preparation with a different spatial distribution of the NTS (Area 1), responses in the PBN (Area 3) were similar between the N.IX and the N.X. (e.g. [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Visceral information conducted by the N.IX and the N.X is simultaneously processed and integrated in the NTS ([@bib0120]; [@bib0215]). Experiments performed in chick embryos demonstrated the convergence of peripheral inputs via the N.IX and the N.X at the level of the NTS ([@bib0245]). Further investigations are necessary to conclude whether similar convergence is present in the mouse NTS, and how information related to the N.IX and the N.X is integrated and processed to the higher-order sensory nuclei.

In conclusion, the present study revealed the onset of functional synaptic transmission in the N.IX-related neural circuits. The development of synaptic networks was temporally similar between the N.IX and the N.X, but was not spatially identical between the nerves or between rodents and birds. Multiple-site optical recordings and contour line maps presented here represent the locations and extent of the sensory nuclei at the early stages of nuclear organization. At these stages, morphological differentiation of the brain is immature, and anatomical boundaries of the nuclei are difficult to identify ([@bib0280]). The present study demonstrated that optical recording with the VSD is a powerful tool to investigate developmental organization of the brainstem nuclei and functiogenesis of neural circuits during the early phase of ontogenesis.
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[^1]: The first and second columns give the embryonic day and the preparation references, respectively. The third to sixth columns show the appearance of the slow signal in Areas 1--3 and the contralateral region. "−" shows that no significant optical signal was detected (ΔI/I \<1 × 10^−4^), "±" means that the maximum signal amplitude was ≥1 × 10^−4^ and \<2 × 10^−4^, and "+" indicates that distinct optical signals (ΔI/I ≥2 × 10^−4^) were identified with a regional peak in each area.
